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Abstract 

Tree-structured data are used in many applications. In order to reduce the 

computing time for processing large tree-structured data sets, parallel pro

cessing has been used. Recently, research has been done on parallel comput

ing of tree-structured data on graphics processing units (GPUs). However, 

tree data structures on GPUs are commonly applied to storing a particu

lar kind of tree, and support limited types of tree traversals. In this thesis, 

we propose a tree data structure which can apply to storing many types of 

trees, and support four common types of tree traversals: pre-order, post

order, in-order and breadth-first traversals. Therefore, most tree algorithms 

can be implemented on GPUs by using this data structure. We implemented 

a weighted similarity algorithm on an NVIDIA GPU for demonstration of the 

performance of this data structure. The results showed that this GPU ap

plication can get speedup of about 4000 compared to an application running 

on a single AMD Opteron CPU core. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Tree-structured data are used in many applications, such as glycan tree struc

tures in biology [4], B-trees in file systems [5], balanced search trees in routing 

algorithms [6], tree-like XML/HTML data on the web [7]. In some applica

tions, the data can be quite large, such as tree similarity measuring applica

tions and XML parsing applications. In order to reduce the computing time 

for processing large tree-structured data sets, parallel processing has been 

used [8], [9]. 

Recently, many researchers have used graphics processing units (GPUs) for 

parallel computing of applications involving trees. The majority of these 

applications are developed for tree searches [10] [11] [12] [13] and others are 

designed to process tree-structured data [14] [15]. This thesis discusses tree

structured data processing on GPU s in general, and tree similarity algorithm 
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implementation on GPUs in particular. The data of tree similarity measuring 

applications are commonly large, consisting of hundreds or thousands of trees. 

In order to reduce execution time for comparing large numbers of trees, 

parallel computing can be used. With the development of modern GPUs, 

implementing tree similarity algorithms on GPUs is feasible. GPU threads 

can be activated to perform tree comparisons independently. 

Commonly, a special kind of tree structure is used in a particular field, such 

as B-trees used in file systems and octrees used in partitioning a three di

mensional space. However, there does not exist a particular tree structure 

for the tree similarity field, and many types of tree traversals can be used in 

tree similarity algorithms. 

In this thesis, we proposed a data structure that can be applied to storing 

any kind of tree as a linear data structure. This tree data structure supports 

four common types of tree traversals [16]: pre-order, post-order, breadth-first 

traversals for general trees and in-order traversal for binary trees. We have 

implemented a weighted tree similarity algorithm [17] on an NVIDIA GPU 

as an example implementation. To measure the GPU application parallel 

performance, we have also implemented the similarity algorithm on a single 

CPU core platform and a multiple CPU core platform for comparison. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the NVIDIA 
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GPU architecture, weighted tree similarity algorithm and some tree data 

structures on GPUs are discussed. Chapter 3 proposes a linear tree data 

structure for implementing tree algorithms on GPUs. In chapter 4, we give 

the implementations of tree traversals with the proposed data structure, and 

analyse their performance. The weighted tree similarity algorithm implemen

tation is presented in chapter 5, and experiments are carried out to measure 

the parallel performance. Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter, we give the background for this thesis. NVIDIA GPU archi

tecture is introduced in section 2.1. In section 2.2, we give a brief introduction 

of a weighted tree similarity algorithm (17] which is used in this thesis as an 

example implementation. We discuss some tree data structures on GPUs in 

section 2.3. 

2.1 NVIDIA GPU Architecture 

NVIDIA graphics processing unit (GPU) is designed in highly parallel struc

ture for single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) execution model (18]. 

The Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming model is 

created by NVIDIA. Program developers are allowed to use CUDA to give 

instructions on NVIDIA GPUs. A GPU device can activate thousands of 
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threads simultaneously. 

2.1.1 NVIDIA GPU Hardware Architecture 

An NVIDIA GPU card contains several graphics processing clusters (GPC), 

and each GPC is consisting of several streaming multiprocessors (SM). The 

architecture of NVIDIA GeForce series GPU chip is expressed as Figure 2.1. 

Host Interface 

:c - GlgaThread Engine 

GPC -SM 

Figure 2.1: NVIDIA GPU chip hardware architecture [1]. 

A single streaming multiprocessor contains numerous CUDA cores, and a 
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single thread execution is performed by a CUDA core. Each CUDA core has 

local registers and a local memory for independent thread execution. Figure 

2.2 shows the hardware architecture of streaming multiprocessor. 

~ 

Tex Tex Tex Tu 

Figure 2.2: Architecture of streaming multiprocessor [1]. 
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2.1.2 Thread-Block Organization 

Threads in an NVIDIA GPU are organized as a thread-block model: threads 

are organized into a block, and blocks are organized into a grid. Program 

developers are allowed to define the block and grid size ( dimensionality of 

the grid and block can be up to 3). Each GPU kernel execution is assigned 

to a grid. The thread-block model is shown in Figure 2.3 . 

H 
{CPU) 

Grid 1 

Block (0,0) 

Block (0,1) 

Kernel 2 ~-!"'91 Grid 2 

Device (GPU) 

Block (1,0) Block (2,0) 

Block (1, 1) Block (2.1) 

Figure 2.3: Illustration of GPU thread-block model [2]. 

In GPU execution, blocks are split into warps. A GPU warp is designed in 

hardware as a fixed size bunch of CUDA threads. Warps are invoked by GPU 

kernel functions , and code in kernel functions is executed independently on 
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the CUDA cores. Therefore, NVIDIA suggests programmers define the block 

size equal to multiples of the warp size [18]. 

2.1.3 GPU Memory 

There are two types of GPU memories can be accessed by program devel

opers: global memory and shared memory. Global memory is shared by all 

active threads. While shared memory is allocated per thread block, shared by 

threads within a block. Program developers are allowed to copy data from 

the host to global memory, and load data from global memory to shared 

memory. Figure 2.4 expresses the architecture of GPU memories. 

Shared memory has higher bandwidth compared to the global memory, and 

it can be used as a user-managed cache. On the other hand, the size of 

shared memory is much smaller (up to 48 KB) than global memory (several 

gigabytes). 

2.1.4 NVIDIA Tesla KlO 

We have carried out our experiments on an NVIDIA Tesla KIO GPU. The 

features of Tesla KIO [19] are given as follows: 

- CUDA capability: 3.0 

- CUDA core: 3072 CUDA cores in total. 
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Grid 

Figure 2.4: Illustration of GPU memories [3]. 

- SM size: 192 cuda cores. 

- Number of SM: 16. Each SM can have up to 64 resident warps, or 16 

active blocks. 

- Warp size: 32 threads. Therefore, each SM can have up to active 2048 

threads. 

- CUDA core local memory size: 512 KB 

- Shared memory size: 48 KB 
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- Global memory size: 8 GB 

- Processing power (peak): single precision, 4500 GFLOPS; double pre-

cision, 190 GFLOPS. 

2.1.5 GPU Shortcomings 

Although GPUs have shown their advantages in multi-thread parallel com

puting, there are still some strong restrictions for GPU programming. GPU 

programs are not able to access the hard disks directly; data which are read 

from hard disks or generated on CPUs need to be copied to GPU global mem

ory for processing. In some applications, data can be generated on GPU s 

[14]. This thesis focuses on using GPU devices as accelerators to process tree

structured data, and the initial data are stored on hard disks as XML/HTML 

files. 

NVIDIA GPUs with CUDA capability over 2.0 can support recursive func

tions in thread execution (GPUs with CUDA capability 5.0 can fully support 

recursive functions); however, NVIDIA sets limits to the stack frame size (e.g. 

stack frame size limit of Tesla KIO is 1024). The reason is that CUDA core 

local memory size is very small. This indicates that, when programmers use 

recursive functions to implement depth-first tree traversal, the maximum tree 

height must be less than the stack frame size. There are some efforts made 

to define thread stacks/queues in GPU shared memory; these stacks/queues 
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are applied to depth-first/breadth-first tree traversals [13]. However, user

defined thread stack/ queue size is limited to ( shared memory size)/ (block 

size), and the shared memory size is small. Thread stack/ queue defined in 

global memory can have a large frame size, but defining frequently visited 

stacks/queues in global memory with lower bandwidth will lead to a large 

latency. Worse still, because data to be processed on CPUs are commonly 

stored in global memory, defining large size stacks/queues for every active 

thread will lead to limited memory space for data storage. 

2.2 Weighted Tree Similarity Algorithm 

We have implemented a weighted similarity algorithm [17] on the NVIDIA 

Tesla KIO GPU for demonstration of the performance of our general tree data 

structure. The weighted tree similarity algorithm is proposed to measure 

similarity value between a pair of trees. 

2.2.1 Weighted-Tree Structure 

A node-labelled, arc-labelled and arc-weighted general tree is proposed to 

represent hierarchically structured products/sevices [17]. Both node labels 

and arc labels embody semantic information. These kinds of trees are called 

semantic trees. Arc labels represent attributes of products/services and 

node labels represent the values of these attributes. Besides, arcs are weighted 

to express the relative importance of attributes; sibling arc weights are re-
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quired to add up to 1.0. Sibling nodes are lexicographically ordered by arc 

labels. 

Figure 2.5 shows an example of a sample tree that describes a Car ( called 

Car tree). 

Jeep 

Mies 

0_6 

7000 large 

Category 

0_2 

Engine 

V-6 

Car 

2006 

Terr3Dl 

Figure 2.5: A weighted Car tree representing a car description. The node 
labels are bold-faced to differ from the arc labels. Sibling arc labels are 
lexicographically ordered and sibling arc weights add up to 1. 

Capturing these characteristics of our arc-labelled arc-weighted trees, a Weighted 

Object-Oriented RuleML ( a RuleML version for 00 modelling [20]) is em

ployed for serialization in Web-based agent interchange. The XML child

subchild structure reflects the shape of our normalized trees and XML at

tributes are used to serialize the arc labels and weights [17]. The Car tree 
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in Figure 2.5 is serialized as shown in Figure 2.6. 

<cterm> 
<_ope><ctor>Car</ctor></ _ope> 
<_r n="Category" w="0.2"> 
<cterm> 
<_ope> <ctor>Jeep</ctor></ _ope> 
<_r n="Miles" w="0.6"><ind> 7000</ind></ _r> 
<_r n="Size" w="0.4"><ind>large</ind></ _r> 

</cterm> 
<l_r> 
<_r n="Make" w="0.5"> 
<cterm> 
<_ope> <ctor>GMC</ctor></ _ope> 
<_r n="Engine" w="O.S"><ind>V-6</ind></ _r> 
<_r n="Model" w="O.S"><ind> Terrain</ind></ _r> 

</cterm> 
<l_r> 
<_r n="Year'' w="0.3"><ind> 1999</ind></ _r> 

</cterm> 

Figure 2.6: Serialization of the Car tree. 

2.2.2 Similarity Computation Functions 

The similarity calculation algorithm is based on post-order traversing two 

trees independently, and returns a similarity value in the real interval [0,1]. 

Implementation of the similarity calculation algorithm consists of two recur

sive functions: compareN ode() and simPlicity(). 
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In our implementation, a recursive function compareN ode() is called to cal

culate the similarity between two nodes, including its subtree. This function 

is expressed as pseudocode in Figure 2. 7. 

procedure compareNode(node A, node B) 

if A's node label not equal to B's node label 

return 0 

else t<s node label equals to B's node label 

if A, B are leaf nodes 

return 1 

else if A has children, B has children 

call for compareNode() to compare A, B's children nodes 

else if A has children, B do not have children 

call for simPlicity(A) 

else if A do not have children, B has children 

call for simPlicity(B) 

return calculated similarity value 

Figure 2. 7: Pseuducode of the compareN ode() function. 

Another function named simPlicity() may be called by compareN ode() func

tion, the pseuducode of simPlicity() function is expressed in Figure 2.8. 

As shown in Figure 2.8, the variable simplDeg is the global depth degrada-
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procedure simPlicity(node E) 

if E is a leaf node 

return simp/Deg*(E's arc weight) 

else E has children 

call for simPlicity() to calculate every child node simplicity 

sum up all children nodes' simplicity 

store the summed up value in temp_sim 

return ( 1.0/(number of E's children) )*temp_sim 

Figure 2.8: Pseuducode of the simPlicity() function. 

tion factor treeplideg [17]. In our present work, simplDeg is set to 0.5. 

In comparison of a pair of trees, two root nodes are sent to compareN ode() 

as arguments. Since the similarity calculation is defined recursively, the final 

return value is the similarity value between the two root nodes, and that 

value represents the similarity value between two trees. 

2.2.3 Weighted-Tree Similarity Computation on GPU 

We plan to build an application that could compare thousands of trees to one 

reference tree simultaneously, and output a sorted list of similarity values. In 

this application, the GPU device is used as an accelerator to calculate similar

ities; threads are activated to perform similarity calculations independently, 
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and each thread is assigned to compare a pair of trees or more. 

2.3 Tree Data Structures on GPUs 

This thesis will explore processing tree-structured data on GPUs in general; 

threads are activated to process trees independently. In particular, we plan 

to implement a tree similarity algorithm on an NVIDIA GPU; threads are 

activated to perform similarity calculations independently, and each thread 

is assigned to compare a pair of trees or more. 

Our target data structure needs to meet these requirements: 

Rl - the capability to store a set of trees as linear data structures, 

R2 - the capability to store any kind of trees, that is capability to store 

general trees, 

R3 - the support for breadth-first traversal and three types of depth-first 

traversals (pre-order, post-order traversals for general trees and in-order 

traversal for binary trees). 

The reasons are as follows. First, considering initial data is commonly stored 

on hard disks, storing trees as linear data structures could reduce the cost of 

memory copy between a host and a GPU. Second, in tree-structured data pro

cessing applications, particularly in tree similarity measuring applications, 
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data can consist of many kinds of trees. General trees are commonly used 

in similarity algorithms, [17], [21], [22], [23]. Therefore, the data structure 

designed to store a particular kind of tree is not satisfactory. Third, the 

key to processing tree-structured data is tree traversal. Commonly, there are 

two basic types of tree traversals [24]: depth first traversal and breadth-first 

traversal. And the depth-first traversal includes three types of traversals: 

pre-order, post-order traversals for general trees, and in-order traversal for 

binary trees [16] [24]. These four types of traversals are commonly used in 

tree algorithms, therefore, the proposed data structure need to support for 

all four types of traversals. 

In order to find the data structure that meets our requirements, we have 

studied tree data structures proposed for GPU s. 

2.3.1 Level-Mask 

Bedorf et al. use a level-mask data structure (linear data structure) to rep

resent an octree, and node information is stored sequentially as arrays [25]. 

Each node contains the location of its parent node and its first child node, 

if it has children nodes. Breadth-first traversal can be processed when using 

this data structure: in the breadth-first procedure, each thread checks the 

current node if it has a first child location information; if yes, thread creates 

a stack and adds indexes of its children nodes into the stack, then traverses 

its children nodes with the help of the stack. 
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This data structure can store a large set of trees as a linear data structure; 

however, the level-mask data structure is only applied to octrees. Further, 

this data structure cannot support depth-first traversals such as post-order 

and pre-order traversals. 

2.3.2 4 Arrays 

Another tree data structure is proposed in (26], using 4 arrays to represent 

one tree. The first two arrays are used to store node and arc information, and 

the other two arrays contain next and more pointers. These two pointers 

can be obtained by a depth-first/breadth-first traversal of the tree, which is 

carried out in tree data construction procedure. 

If the tree needs to be breadth-first traversed in GPU processing, next and 

more pointers need to be obtained by a breadth-first traversal: more points 

to the first child node, and next points to the node to be visited in breadth

first traversal. Every leaf node has only next pointer for the reason that a 

leaf node has no children. Breadth-first traversal can be processed by chasing 

next and more pointers. Figure 2.9 illustrates the next and more pointers 

obtained by a breadth-first traversal. 

If the tree needs to be depth-first traversed in GPU processing, these two 

pointers need to be obtained by a depth-first traversal: more points to the 
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more 

next 

Figure 2.9: Illustration of next and more pointers obtained by a breadth-first 
traversal. 

first child node, and next points to the node to be visited in depth-first 

traversal. Depth-first traversal can be processed by chasing next and more 

pointers. 

This data structure cannot support both breadth-first and depth-first traver

sals as the data is constructed; only one traversal method can be processed 

after the tree data is constructed. In the authors' application, GPU threads 

are activated to perform independent queries of a tree. Therefore, this data 

structure is not designed to store a large set of trees. 
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2.3.3 Tree-Array 

In [14], the authors propose a method to use a cube to represent an octree, 

and the cube is recursively divided into eight equal-size cubes called cells. 

This cube structure is stored as an array ( called tree-array by the authors) 

in GPU memory, and each cell occupies two array elements. Both tree con

struction and data processing are carried out on GPUs. This data structure 

is particularly applied to storing octrees, and only supports for breadth-first 

tree traversal. In the authors' application, data are generated on GPUs, 

while our work focuses on applications with data initially stored on hard 

disks. 

2.3.4 Recreated B+ Tree 

A special method to deploy a tree on GPU architecture is proposed in [10]. 

The authors use a transfer function that takes the original data structure and 

creates an equivalent B+tree in a single contiguous block of memory. This 

allows programmers to avoid reassigning the pointers to the memory space of 

the GPU device. However, the transfer function takes a noticeable amount 

of time to execute. In the authors' application, GPU threads are activated 

to perform searches of a tree, thus this data structure is not designed to store 

a large set of trees. 
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2.3.5 FAST Index 

FAST index structure is presented in [11). The authors use a sorted input of 

tuples to build a binary tree on GPU, and this tree construction is parallelized 

by dividing the output equally amongst the available cores. Their application 

is designed to perform a binary tree search in parallel; the data structure they 

proposed is particularly applied to storing a single binary tree. 

2.3.6 Linearized R-Tree 

Linearized R-Tree data structure [13) uses a simple array based data structure 

to represent an R-Tree, as simple linear data can be easily streamed between 

CPU main memory and GPU device memory. Each non-leaf node stores 

the information of first child position and number of children, and every 

leaf node only contains node information. All the tree nodes are stored in a 

linear array, and ordered as breadth-first traversal order. This data structure 

is designed to store an R-tree ( all leaf nodes of an R-tree are located on the 

same height), therefore, all the leaf nodes are stored continuously in the array. 

Figure 2.10 expresses an illustration of storing an R-tree in linearized R-tree 

data structure. 

The authors use GPU threads to perform independent queries on an R

tree; thus, their data structure is designed to store a single R-tree. In their 

application, each thread load the nodes to be visited from the global memory 
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R-tree : A, *B, 3 

B, *E, 2 D, *I, 3 

F,null ,null 1,null ,null 

linear array : A B C D E F G H I J 

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the linearized R-tree data structure. 

to the shared memory, and user-defined thread stacks/ queues are used for 

depth-first/breadth-first traversal. These stacks and queues are also defined 

in GPU shared memory. 

The shared memory size is small, and shared by all threads within the same 

thread-block. Therefore, there is a limit to the number of nodes stored in 

the shared memory. And there is also a limit to the user-defined stack/ queue 

size; the user-define stack/ queue size is limited to ( available shared memory 

size)/ ( block size). Therefore, in their application, there is a limit to the tree 

height or maximum number of nodes at a given depth. 

2.3. 7 Summary 

The data structures we discussed in sections 2.3.1-6 are compared in Table 

2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Tree Data Structures on GPUs 

Data Structure Space Linear Particular Tree DFS BFS 

Level-mask[25] O(l+n) yes yes no yes 

Four arrays[26] O(n) no no yes yes 

Tree-array[14] O(n) no yes no yes 

Recreated B+ tree[lO] 0(2xn) no yes yes yes 

FAST index[ll] O(n) no yes yes yes 

Linearized R-tree[13] O(n) no yes yes yes 

Key: l, tree height; n, number of nodes. 
"Space" stands for space complexity of a tree stored as this data structure. 

"Linear" represents the capability to store a set of trees as linear data struc

tures. "Particular Tree" indicates this data structure is applied to storing a 

particular kind of tree (e.g. binary trees, octrees, R-trees). "DFS" stands for 

depth-first search and "BFS" stands for breadth-first search. 

We have discussed the details of these data structures listed in Table 2.1 

in sections 2.3.1-6. As can be seen from the table, none of these tree data 

structures can meet the requirements we listed in section 2.3. These data 

structures are designed particularly to meet requirements of their applica

tions. 
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Chapter 3 

Proposed Tree Data Structure 

In this chapter, we propose a tree data structure for GPU computing. Section 

3.1 lists the requirements of tree data structures for processing tree structured 

data on GPUs. Details of the proposed tree data structure are given in section 

3.2. The tree data construction procedure is given in section 3.3. We carry 

out analysis of this data structure in section 3.4. 

3.1 Requirements 

The requirements of tree data structure for processing tree structured data on 

GPUs are given in section 2.3. A tree data structure that meets these require

ments could offer an opportunity to efficiently implement tree algorithms like 

[22], [23], [21] on GPUs, taking advantages of GPU parallel computing. And 

this also provides a possibility of improving the performance of some appli-
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cations on simple SIMD machines [9] by re-implementing these applications 

on GPUs. 

3.2 Linear Tree Data Structure 

Data to be processed on GPU s need to be copied to GPU memory. Com

monly, a tree is stored in the memory in two ways: storing as an object in 

object-oriented programming, or storing as linked lists in procedure-oriented 

programming model. But these two storage strategies are not suitable for 

GPU programming for the following reasons: 

When storing a tree in the object-oriented programming model, each tree 

node is stored as a node object, and the root node object can represent 

the whole tree; every parent node contains a list of pointers pointing to its 

children. For the reason that these pointers are storing the host memory 

addresses of children nodes, copying node objects from host memory to GPU 

memory will make these pointers invalid. Worse still, it is costly to seek the 

location of every node object in host memory and copy them to GPU device 

memory. 

When storing a tree in the procedure-oriented programming model, each 

tree node is stored as a node of a linked list; nodes in the linked list are 

linked through pointers; each linked list node has a pointer pointing to the 
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next node. These pointers store the host memory addresses of linked list 

nodes. Therefore, copying linked lists from host memory to GPU memory will 

break the links between nodes. Besides, nodes are not stored contiguously 

in memory, thus, it is costly to allocate every node and copy them to GPU 

memory. 

Data to be processed on GPU s need to be copied to GPU device. Therefore, 

program developers should avoid using pointers which are storing host mem

ory addresses. Besides, to reduce the time cost of memory copy, tree nodes 

need to be stored contiguously in memory. 

... ... I O I 1 I ··· I array: HeadArr 

I I I 

-------------------------1 I L---------------: ------~ : 
I I 

I 

tree 0 tree 1 

o 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 j 8 ! 9 j 10 j 11 j 12 j 1
1

3 j ... j array: treeN 

LJ tree node data structure: treeNode 

Figure 3.1: Illustration of treeN and H eadArr arrays, which are used to 
store a set of trees ( tree O, tree 1, ... ) ; elements of these two arrays are 
labelled with indexes; the treeN array element is a data structure named 
TreeN ode, which represents a tree node; trees are stored as sub-arrays of 
treeN; the dashed line indicates that elements of H eadArr store the indexes 
of TreeN odes in treeN ( for instance, the second element of H eadArr has a 
value of 6). 

We use a one-dimensional array named treeN to store a set of trees; trees 
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are stored as sub-arrays of treeN; the basic array element of treeN is a data 

structure called TreeN ode, which represents a tree node. Nodes of a tree 

are stored contiguously as a breadth-first traversal order. Therefore, the first 

element in every sub-array represents the root node. To identify every tree 

among the set of trees, we use another one-dimensional array H eadArr to 

store indexes of all root nodes in treeN. The length of H eadArr is equal to 

the number of trees contained in treeN. Thus, a set of trees can be stored 

as two arrays: treeN and H eadArr. Figure 3.1 shows the data structure of 

array treeN and H eadArr. 

The TreeN ode is the basic array element of treeN, both the node information 

and the relationship between related nodes will be stored in the TreeN ode 

structure. We offer two types of TreeN ode data structures: 

1. General tree node data structure TreeN ode: 

- This data structure can be used to store general trees, or any kind 

of trees, e.g. binary trees, octrees, and R-trees. 

- Pre-order traversal supported. 

- Post-order traversal supported. 

- Breadth-first traversal supported. 

2. Binary tree node data structure TreeN ode: 

- This data structure can be used to store binary trees. 
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- Pre-order traversal supported. 

- Post-order traversal supported. 

- In-order traversal supported ( only binary trees can be in-order 

traversed [24] [16]). 

- Breadth-first traversal supported. 

Details of implementing tree traversals will be discussed in chapter 4. 

3.2.1 General Tree Node Data Structure 

In order to store general trees ( or any kind of trees other than binary tree, 

e.g. octrees, R-trees), the TreeNode structure needs to carry three elements 

as follows: 

1. Node and arc information: this element may contain one or more vari

ables, based on the information carried by each node and the arc be

tween this node and its parent (if the arcs carry information). 

2. First child location: this element stores the index of the first child node 

in treeN array. If this node does not have a first child node, then this 

value will be set to "-1". 

3. Right sibling location: this element stores the index of the right sibling 

node in treeN array. If this node does not have a right sibling node, 

then this value will be set to "-1". 
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node and arc information first child location right sibling location 

Figure 3.2: TreeN ode data structure for a general tree node. 

The TreeN ode data structure for a general tree node is shown in Figure 3.2. 

- - - - - -> Points to first child node 
····················;» Points to right sibling node 

Figure 3.3: Illustration of first child node and right sibling node of every 
node in a general tree . The dashed lines are pointing to the first child node 
or right sibling node. 

First child node and right sibling node are explained as follows: In a node 

ordered tree, the first child node is the node that ranks first among the 

children nodes; and the right sibling node is the node that ranks next among 

the sibling nodes. On the other hand, in a node non-ordered tree , the first 

child node can be any child node; and the right sibling can be any sibling 

node. Figure 3.3 shows the first child and right sibling of a node-ordered 
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general tree. 

tree O tree 1 

o 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 113 I ... I treeN 

. . 

node and arc information I first child location !right sibling location treeNode 

Figure 3.4: Illustration of an array named treeN, which stores a set of general 
trees (tree 0, tree 1, ... ); TreeNode is the array element. General trees are 

stored as sub-arrays of treeN. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates a treeN array storing a set of general trees. 

3.2.2 Binary Tree Node Data Structure 

In order to store binary trees, the TreeN ode structure needs to carry elements 

as follows: 

1. Node and arc information: this element may carry one or more vari

ables, based on the information carried by each node and the arc be

tween this node and its parent(if the arcs carry information). 

2. Left child location: this element stores the index of the left child node 

location in treeN array. If this node does not have a left child node, 

then this value will be set to "-1" . 

3. Right child location: this element stores the index of the right child 
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node location in treeN array. If this node does not have a right child 

node, then this value will be set to "-1" . 

node and arc information I left child location I right child location 

Figure 3.5: TreeN ode data structure for a binary tree node. 

The TreeN ode data structure for a binary tree node is shown in Figure 3.5. 

tree 0 tree 1 

o 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 ! 10 ! 11 ! 12 113 I ... I treeN 

. . 
node and arc information ! left child location l right child location treeNode 

Figure 3.6: Illustration of an array named treeN, which stores a set of binary 

trees ( tree 0, tree 1, .. . ) ; TreeN ode is the array element. Binary trees are 

stored as sub-arrays of treeN. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates a treeN array storing a set of binary trees. 

3.2.3 Data Structure for Implementing the Weighted 

Tree Similarity Algorithm 

In this thesis, we implement the weighted tree similarity algorithm [17] on 

an NVIDIA GPU. Here we give the details of the data structure in our 

implementation. 
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A 

B 

Figure 3.7: Illustration of a sample tree named Ts. Nodes are labelled and 
arcs are labelled and weighted, and the root node is only node-labelled. The 
node labels are capitalized and bold-faced to distinguish from the arc labels. 
The weight of arc "x" is denoted as "w-x". 

To fully explain the data structure, we use a sample tree named Ts to illus

trate how to store a weighted tree by using our data structure. The sample 

tree Ts is given in Figure 3. 7. 

The sample tree Ts is a node-labelled, arc-labelled and arc-weighted general 

tree. Sibling nodes are lexicographically ordered by arc labels. This kind 

of tree is used in the weighted tree similarity algorithm [17]. Since Ts is 

a general tree, the general tree node structure TreeN ode (given in section 

3.2.1) is used. Details of TreeN ode are given as follows: 
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1. Node and arc information: 

a. ArcLabel - string data type. It stores the label of the arc between 

this node and its parent. Root node does not have ArcLabel value 

since the root has no arcs linked to a parent. 

b. ArcW eight - float data type. It stores the weight of the arc 

between this node and its parent. Root node does not have 

ArcW eight value since the root node has no arcs linked to a par

ent. 

c. N odeLabel - string data type. It stores the value of the node label. 

2. First child location: FirstChild - integer data type. It stores the index 

of this node 's first child node in treeN array. If this node does not have 

a first child node, this value will be set to "-1" . 

3. Right sibling location: RightSibling - integer data type. It stores the 

index of this node 's right sibling node in treeN array. If this node does 

not have a right sibling node, this value will be set to "-1" . 

: : : : 

Arclabel I ArcWeight I Nodelabel I FirstChild I RightSibling 

Figure 3.8: TreeN ode data structure for a node of sample tree Ts. 

The node data structure for Ts is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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tree 0 

o 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 113 I ... j treeN 

A B E H C D F G sample tree T (a sub-array of treeN) 

: : : 

Arclabel ArcWeight 1 Nodelabe/ 1 FirstChild 1 RightSibling 
~ ; ~ 

treeNode 

Figure 3.9: Illustration of an array named treeN, which stores a set of 

weighted trees ( tree O, tree 1, ... ) ; Ts is the first tree (labelled tree O) stored 
in treeN and stored as a sub-array of treeN; TreeN ode is the data structure 

for every tree node. 

Assuming the sample tree Ts in Figure 3. 7 is the first tree (labelled tree 0) 

stored in treeN, the data structure of treeN is given in Figure 3.9. 

3.3 Construction 

The original data may not be stored as the data structure we proposed. 

Therefore, we need a tree construction procedure to initialize the treeN and 

H eadArr arrays. 

The original data may be stored on hard disks or generated on host, and 

GPUs cannot access the hard disks directly. Therefore, the tree construction 

procedure needs to be carried out on the host. Assuming the original data 

are stored on hard disks, the construction procedure needs four steps. 
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Step 1: read data from the hard disks and store the trees as objects; record 

number of trees ( recorded as Ntree) and the number of nodes ( recorded as 

Nnode) of all trees when creating tree objects. Object-oriented programming 

model (given in section 3.2) is used to storing trees: each tree node is a stored 

as an node object named N odeObj, and each tree is represented by the root 

node object. Elements of N odeObj are as follows: 

- N odeArcl n f o - storing the information carried by node and arc ( if the 

arc carries information). 

- ListO f Children - list of pointers pointing to children node objects. 

- I dx - integer data type. this element is used to store the index of this 

node in treeN. When creating the object, this value is null. 

Step 2: create a TreeN ode data type array treeN with size of Nnode· And 

create another integer data type array named H eadArr with size of Ntree· 

Step 3: Breadth-first traverse all the trees one by one, initializing the treeN 

array. Pseudo-code of step 3 is shown as follows: 

queue <NodeObj> q 

q.push(root); 

while(q is not empty) 
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nextNode = q.front 

shift++ // global variable, initial value: (&treeN - 1) 

treeN[shift] .NodeArcinfo = nextNode.NodeArcinfo 

nextNode.Idx = shift 

if (this node has children) 

push its children into q 

q.popO 

After step 3, the J dx element of each N odeObj becomes valid, it stores the 

index of this node stored in treeN array. And every TreeN ode contains the 

node and arc information, while first child and right sibling locations remain 

empty. 

Step 4: breadth-first traverse all the trees again, set the FirstChild and 

RightSibling of every element in treeN array. 

When using the general tree node data structure TreeN ode ( contains node 

and arc information, first child location, right sibling location), pseudo-code 

of step 4 is given as follows: 

if (this is a root node) 

treeN[Idx] .RightSibling = -1 

send Idx to HeadArr 

if (this node has more than one children) 
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treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = children[O] .idx 

for (i=O; i<(number of children - 1); i++) 

former= children[i] .Idx 

later= childre[i+1] .Idx 

treeN[former] .RightSibling = later 

last= children[number of children] .Idx 

treeN[last] .RightSibling = -1 

else if (this node has only one child) 

treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = children[O] .idx 

treeN[children[O] .Idx] .RightSibling = -1 

else // this node have no children 

treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = -1 

When using the binary tree node data structure TreeN ode ( contains node 

and arc information, left child location, right child location), pseudo-code of 

step 4 is given as follows: 

if (this is a root node) 

send idx to HeadArr 

if (this node has left child) 

treeN[Idx] .leftChild = leftchild.idx 

if (this node has right child) 

treeN[Idx] .rightChild = rightchild.idx 

After these four steps, the treeN and H eadArr arrays are initialized and 
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ready to be copied to GPU memory for processing. 

Breadth-first traversal is employed in the construction procedure. Therefore, 

for each single tree, nodes on the same depth are stored contiguously. This 

helps in breadth-first traversing trees on GPUs ( details will be discussed in 

chapter 4). We need to mention that, although the data are constructed 

through a breadth-first traversal, the constructed data structure can sup

port both depth-first and breadth-first traversals ( details will be discussed in 

chapter 4). 

3.4 Analysis 

The proposed data structure can meet all the requirements listed in section 

3.1, explanations are given as follows: 

1. The proposed data structure can store a set of trees as two arrays: 

treeN and H eadArr. Therefore the requirement Rl is satisfied. 

2. The proposed data structure can apply to storing general trees, this 

satisfies the requirement R2. 

3. Three types of depth-first traversals (post-order, pre-order traversals 

for general trees; and in-order traversal for binary trees) and breadth

first traversal can be implemented with the proposed data structure 
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( details of implementing tree traversals will be discussed in chapter 4), 

therefore, the requirement R3 is satisfied. 

Meeting the above requirements can bring the advantages as follows: 

1. Arrays can be easily streamed between host memory and device mem

ory. 

2. Besides, nodes are stored contiguously, and there is no need to allocate 

every tree node and copy them to GPU memory; therefore, time cost 

for memory copy is minimized. 

3. Compared to the data structures discussed in section 2.2, this proposed 

data structure can be applied to storing general trees (or, different kinds 

of trees). This offers an opportunity to implement tree similarity algo

rithms on GPUs, since general trees are widely used in tree similarity 

algorithms ( e.g. [22], [23], [21]). 

4. Pre-order, in-order, post-order and breadth-first traversals are the most 

common types of traversals [16], and considering this proposed data 

structure can be applied to storing general trees. Therefore, most tree 

algorithms can be implemented on GPUs by using this data structure, 

taking advantages of GPU parallel computing. 

When the proposed data structure is applied to implementing applications 

on GPUs, we can obtain the following advantages: 
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1. Compared to storing tree data as objects or linked lists, the same tree 

data stored in the proposed data structure occupies less memory space. 

2. A tree stored as the proposed data structure can be both depth-first 

and breadth-first traversed as the tree data is constructed. 

3. When using the proposed tree data structure, trees are stored as two 

arrays. These arrays can be re-used in several GPU executions or 

applications. 

When using the proposed tree data structure to store trees, the disadvantages 

are as follows: 

1. Data structure construction is very common in GPU computing, for 

the reason that data needs to be copied to GPU memory, and original 

data are generally not suitable for efficient memory copy. In our work, 

although the data construction takes some time, the constructed data 

can be re-used. This will compensate for part of the construction time 

cost. 

2. Data to be processed on GPUs need to be copied to GPU global mem

ory, and global memories on current GPU s are relatively small com

pared to memories on CPUs. The memory size for storing trees is 

based on the number of nodes. Thus, there is a limit to the number of 

nodes of all the trees to be processed on GPUs and workloads that are 
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Table 3.1: A Comparison of GPU Tree Data Structures 

Data Structure Space Linear General Tree DFS&BFS Data Re-Use 

Level-mask[25] O(l+n) yes no no no 

Four arrays[26] O(n) no yes no yes 

Tree-array [ 14] O(n) no no no no 

Recreated B+ tree[lO] 0(2xn) no no no no 

FAST index[l 1] O(n) no no yes no 

Linearized R-tree[13] O(n) no no yes yes 

The treeN array O(n) yes yes yes yes 

Key: l, tree height; n, number of nodes; treeN array, the tree data structure proposed in 

this thesis. 
"Space" stands for space complexity of using this data structure to store a tree. "Linear" 

represents the capability to store a set of trees as linear data structures. "General Tree" 

indicates this data structure is applied to storing general trees. "DFS&BFS" stands for 

applicability to both types of tree traversals. "Data Re-Use" indicates that data stored in 

this data structure can be copied out from GPU and re-used in another GPU execution. 

assigned to threads. Therefore, there is a limit to the number of nodes 

assigned to each thread. 

3. Processing data on GPUs needs memory copy between host and GPU 

device. Although, storing a set of trees as two arrays can benefit mem

ory copy between host and GPU device, program developers should 

avoid copying data which exceeds the GPU global memory size. When 

the data is too large compared to the GPU global memory, batch pro

cessing is needed. 

A comparison between the proposed data structure and some other data 

structures on GPUs (introduced in section 2.3) is given in table 3.1. 
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Chapter 4 

Tree Traversals 

In this chapter, we consider tree traversals by using the proposed tree data 

structure. Implementations of tree traversals are given in section 4.1. Anal

ysis is carried out in section 4.2. 

4.1 Implementations of Tree Traversals 

There are four common traversals: pre-order, post-order and breadth-first 

traversals for general trees, and in-order traversal for binary trees [16]. Pre

order, post-order and in-order traversals are the three types of depth-first 

traversals [24]. 

In our implementation, pre-order, post-order and in-order traversals are im

plemented as recursive functions. We need to mention that, there is a limit 
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on the depth of recursive functions running on NVIDIA CPUs with CUDA 

version below 5.0 ( e.g. the limit of recursive function depth of Tesla KlO is 

1024), for the reason that the local memory for per thread is very small. 

CPUs with CUDA 5.0 ( current highest version) can fully support recursive 

functions. In our implementation, the recursive function depth is equal to 

the depth of the tree. However, the tree depth will never reach the limit of 

recursive function depth. The reason is given as follows. 

Data to be processed on CPUs are stored in GPU global memory, and the 

global memory is relatively small compared to host memory. For instance, 

global memory size of Tesla KlO is 8 gigabytes; each node data structure in 

our implementation is 20 bytes (this can be larger if nodes and arcs carry 

more information); thus, the global memory can hold less than 349525 nodes. 

The GPU uses an SIMT model (introduced in section 2.1), and workloads 

are distributed to threads. Tesla KlO GPU can have 3072 active threads 

simultaneously. Therefore, even the global memory is fully loaded with data 

of trees, each thread in Tesla KlO will only have 114 nodes on average. In the 

worse case, the 114 nodes belong to a single tree with height of 113. Thus, 

the recursive function depth required is 113. Tesla KlO can support recursive 

functions per thread with depth less than 1024. Therefore, the tree depths 

in our application will never reach the limit of recursive function depth limit. 

In our implementations, the GPU shared memory has not been put into use. 
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Although the shared memory has a higher bandwidth compared to the global 

memory, the shared memory size is too small, and there is a severe limit to the 

number of nodes that can be stored in shared memory. For instance, assume 

that each node occupies 20 bytes, and the GPU device in use is Tesla KlO 

(which has a 8 gigabytes global memory and 48 kilobytes shared memory per 

streaming multiprocessor). The shared memory is shared by a thread block , 

and each thread block is assigned to a streaming multiprocessor (introduced 

in section 2.1.3). Therefore, on average, each thread could have 256 bytes 

shared memory size available ( 48x 1024---;--192=256, SM size of Tesla KlO is 

192), that indicates each thread can only hold less than 12 nodes in shared 

memory. Thus, in our implementation, we avoid storing nodes in the GPU 

shared memories. 

4.1.1 General Tree Traversals 

In this section, we give implementations of pre-order, post-order and breadth

first traversals for general trees on GPUs. Trees are stored as the data struc

ture we proposed in section 3.2.1. TreeN ode data structure for general trees 

is used. The elements contained in this data structure (introduced in section 

3.2.1) are as follows: 

1. Node and arc information 

2. First child location 

3. Right sibling location 
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4.1.1.1 Pre-Order Traversal 

Pre-order traversal is implemented as a preorderGE() function. It has two 

parameters: 

1. Node - TreeN ode data type; when the tree traversal procedure begins, 

TreeN ode of the root node is the argument to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all nodes of all the trees. 

Pseudo-code of the implementation of pre-order traversal for general trees is 

given as follows: 

preorderGE(Node, treeN) 

visit Node 

if (Node has first child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.FirstChild] 

preorder(nextNode, treeN) 

if (Node has right sibling) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.RightSibling] 

preorder(nextNode, treeN) 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of pre-order traversal 

algorithm for general trees is is O ( n), where n represents the number of 

nodes. 
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4.1.1.2 Post-Order Traversal 

Pre-order traversal is implemented as a postorderGE() function. It has two 

parameters: 

l. Node - TreeN ode data type; when the tree traversal procedure begins, 

TreeN ode of the root node is the argument to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

Pseudo-code of the implementation of post-order traversal for general trees 

is given as follows: 

postorderGE(Node, treeN) 

if (Node has first child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.FirstChild] 

preorder(nextNode, treeN) 

visit Node 

if (Node has right sibling) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.RightSibling] 

preorder(nextNode, treeN) 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of post-order traversal 

algorithm for general trees is is O(n), where n represents the number of 

nodes. 
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4.1.1.3 Breadth-First Traversal 

Breath-first traversal is implemented as a breadthfirstGE() function. Differ

ent from the implementations of pre-order and post-order traversals, breadth

first traversal is implemented as a non-recursive function. This function has 

four parameters: 

1. Root - TreeN ode data type; TreeN ode of the root node is the argument 

to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

3. root! dx - integer data type; it represents the root node index. root! dx 

is obtained from the H eadArr. For instance, if root! dx represents 

the index of the root node of the 11th tree stored in treeN, then, 

this rootldx equals to HeadArr[lO] element value (the 11th element, 

explained in section 3. 2). 

4. N umO f Nodes - integer data type; it represents the number of nodes 

contained in the tree. N umO f Nodes is obtained from the H eadArr. 

For instance, N umO f Nodes of the 11th tree equals to ( H eadArr[l 1 ]

H eadArr[lO]). 

Pseudo-code of the implementation of breadth-first traversal algorithm for 

general trees is given as follows: 

breadthfirstGE(Root, treeN, root!dx, NumOfNodes) 
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visit Root 

visited nodes= 1 

for(i=O; i<NumOfNodes; i++) 

while(visited nodes<NumOfNodes) 

nextNode = treeN[rootidx + i] 

if(nextNode has first child) 

FirstChild = treeN[nextNode.FirstChild] 

visit FirstChild 

visited nodes++ 

if(FirstChild has right sibling) 

child= FirstChild 

while(Child has right sibling) 

child= treeN[Child.RightSibling] 

visit child 

visited nodes++ 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of breadth-first traversal 

for general trees is is 0( n), where n represents the number of nodes. 

In the treeN array, tree nodes on the same depth are stored contiguously as 

TreeN ode elements. This helps in implementing the breadth-first traversal. 

To explain how this works, we use a sample tree named Tbfs in Figure 4.1 

for illustration. 
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a sample tree named nfs· 

In the breadth-first traversal of the sample tree nfs, after visiting the node 

"I" , the next step is to visit is node "J". For the reason that our node 

data structure can only help to find the first child or right sibling node, it is 

impossible to visit node "J" after visiting node "I" , unless a user-defined stack 

is used. However , we avoid to use user-defined stacks in GPU programming 

( see explanations in section 2 .1. 5). 

In our implementation, after the traversal procedure visited the node labelled 

"I", the procedure first goes to the parent node of "I", which is the node 

labelled "E" and then finds the TreeN ode elements stored next to "E" , 

which leads to the node labelled "F". Subsequently, the traversal procedure 

goes to the children nodes of "F", and starts to visit the node labelled "J" . 
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4.1.2 Binary Tree Traversals 

In this section, we give implementations of pre-order, post-order, in-order 

and breadth-first traversals for binary trees on GPUs; trees are stored using 

the data structure we proposed in section 3.2.1, TreeN ode data structure for 

binary trees is used, and the elements contained in this data structure are: 

1. Node and arc information 

2. Left child location 

3. Right child location 

4.1.2.1 Pre-Order Traversal 

Pre-order traversal for binary trees is implemented as the preorderBI() func

tion. It has two parameters: 

1. Node - TreeN ode data type; when start a traversal procedure, TreeN ode 

of the root node is the argument to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

Pseudo-code of preorderBI() function is given as follows: 

preorder8I(Node, treeN) 

visit Node 

if (Node has left child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.LeftChild] 
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inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 

if (Node has right child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.RightChild] 

inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of pre-order traversal 

algorithm for binary trees is is O(n), where n represents the number of nodes. 

4.1.2.2 Post-Order Traversal 

Post-order traversal for binary trees is implemented as a postorderBI() func

tion. It has two parameters: 

1. Node - TreeN ode data type; when start a traversal procedure, TreeN ode 

of the root node is the argument to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

Pseudo-code of postorderBI() function is given as follows: 

postorderBI(Node, treeN) 

if (Node has left child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.LeftChild] 

inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 

if (Node has right child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.RightChild] 

inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 
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visit Node 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of post-order traversal 

algorithm for binary trees is is O(n), where n represents the number of nodes. 

4.1.2.3 In-Order Traversal 

In-order traversal for binary trees is implemented as a inorderBI() function. 

It has two parameters: 

1. Node - TreeN ode data type; when start a traversal procedure, TreeN ode 

of the root node is the argument to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

Pseudo-code of inorderBI() function is given as follows: 

inorderBI(Node, treeN) 

if (Node has left child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.LeftChild] 

inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 

visit Node 

if (Node has right child) 

nextNode = treeN[Node.RightChild] 

inorderBI(nextNode, treeN) 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of in-order traversal algo

rithm for binary trees is is 0( n), where n represents the number of nodes. 
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4.1.2.4 Breadth-First Traversal 

Breath-first traversal for binary trees is implemented as a breadthfirstBI() 

function. Different from the implementations of pre-order and post-order 

traversals, the breadth-first traversal is implemented as a non-recursive func

tion. This function has four parameters: 

1. Root - TreeN ode data type; TreeN ode of the root node is the argument 

to this function. 

2. treeN - TreeN ode data type; it stores all the nodes of all the trees. 

3. root! dx - integer data type; it represents the root node index. root! dx 

is obtained from the H eadArr. For instance, root! dx represents the in

dex of the root node of the 11th tree stored in treeN, then, this root! dx 

equals to HeadArr[lO] element value (the 11th element, explained in 

section 3.2). 

4. N umO f Nodes - integer data type; it represents the number of nodes 

contained in the tree. N umO f Nodes s obtained from the H eadArr. 

For instance, NumOf Nodes of the 11th tree equals to (HeadArr[ll]

HeadArr[lO]). 

Pseudo-code of breathfirstBI() function is given as follows: 

breadthfirstBI(Root, treeN, root!dx, NumOfNodes) 

visit Root 
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visited nodes= 1 

for(i=O; i<NumOfNodes; i++) 

while(visited nodes<NumOfNodes) 

nextNode = treeN[rootidx + i] 

if(nextNode has left child) 

LeftChild = treeN[nextNode.LeftChild] 

visit LeftChild 

visited nodes++ 

if(nextNode has right child) 

RightChild = treeN[nextNode.RightChild] 

visit RightChild 

visited nodes++ 

As shown in the pseudo-code, the time complexity of breadth-first traversal 

algorithm for binary trees is is O(n), where n represents the number of nodes. 

4.2 Analysis 

Pre-order, post-order, in-order (for binary trees only) and breadth-first traver

sals are the most common traversals in tree algorithms. And all these four 

types of traversals can be implemented with the data structure we have pro

posed. In this section, experiments are carried out to measure the execution 

time of these four types of tree traversals on GPU s. 
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4.2.1 Time Complexity 

The pseudo-code of tree traversals are given in section 4.1. Time complexities 

of four types of tree traversals (Pre-order, post-order, in-order and breadth

first traversals) are based on the number of nodes. Assuming a tree contains 

n number of nodes, the time complexity of traversing the tree is O(n), no 

matter which traversal manner is used. 

4.2.2 Experiments 

We have carried out five tests to measure the execution time of tree traversals 

on GPUs. 

1. Pre-order traversal test: 

a. Data structure - general tree data structure: node and arc infor

mation, first child, right sibling 

b. Test data - general trees with 5 and 6 nodes (shown in Figure 4.2 

and Figure 4.3). 

2. Post-order traversal test: 

a. Data structure - general tree data structure: node and arc infor

mation, first child, right sibling 

b. Test data - general trees with 5 and 6 nodes (shown in Figure 4.2 

and Figure 4.3). 
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3. In-order traversal test: 

a. Data structure - binary tree data structure: node and arc infor

mation, left child, right child 

b. Test data - binary trees with 5 and 6 nodes ( shown in Figure 4.4 

and Figure 4.5). 

4. Breadth-first traversal test: 

a. Data structure - general tree data structure: node and arc infor

mation, first child, right sibling 

b. Test data - general trees with 5 and 6 nodes (shown in Figure 4.2 

and Figure 4.3). 

5. Comparison of traversals: 

a. Data structure - general tree data structure and binary tree data. 

b. Test data - a general tree with 10 nodes and a binary tree with 10 

nodes. 

We have carried out the tests on Tesla KlO GPU. Each test is aimed to 

measure the execution of traversing a type of tree on GPU in parallel. In 

each test, the test data consist of 3072 identical trees and 3072 threads are 

activated to perform tree traversals independently, each thread is assigned 
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Figure 4.2: Test data: general trees with 5 nodes; height of the tree increases 
as the tree number increases. 

19 

9 10 11 12 

Figure 4.3: Test data: general trees with 6 nodes; height of the tree increases 
as the tree number increases. 

to traverse one tree (Tesla KlO can have 3072 threads simultaneously active , 

introduced in section 2 .1. 4). 

We have run every test for 100 times to get the averaged execution time 

(AET) for accuracy. The execution time is recorded by CUDA time record 
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Figure 4.4: Test data: binary trees with 5 nodes; height of the tree increases 

as the tree number increases. 
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Figure 4.5: Test data: binary trees with 6 nodes; height of the tree increases 

as the tree number increases. 

function, with resolution of 0.5 microsecond (0.0005 millisecond). 
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4 .2.2.1 Pre-Order Traversal 

Figure 4.6 shows the averaged execution time of pre-order traversing general 

trees with 5 and 6 nodes. 
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Figure 4.6: Figure a shows the execution time of the pre-order traversal of 
general trees with 5 and 6 nodes; Figure b shows the execution time of the 
pre-order traversal of general trees with 5 nodes; Figure c shows the execution 
time of the pre-order traversal of general trees with 6 nodes 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the shape of the tree is not important to the traversal 

time. The pre-order traversal time mainly depends on the number of nodes. 

When traversing trees with identical number of nodes, the execution time 
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generally increases as the tree height increases. 

Figure 4. 7 shows the averaged execution time of pre-order traversal of trees 

with different number of nodes . 
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Figure 4. 7: Execution time of the pre-order traversal of trees with different 
number of node 

The traversal time grows linearly as the number of nodes increases, this 

proves that the time complexity of pre-order traversal is O(n) , where n rep

resents the number of nodes. 
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4.2.2.2 Post-Order Traversal 

Figure 4.8 shows the averaged execution time of post-order traversing general 

trees with 5 and 6 nodes. 
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Figure 4.8: Figure a shows the execution time of the post-order traversal 
of general trees with 5 and 6 nodes; Figure b shows the execution time of 
the post-order traversal of general trees with 5 nodes; Figure c shows the 
execution time of the post-order traversal of general trees with 6 nodes 

As shown in Figure 4.8, the shape of the tree is not important to the traversal 

time. The post-order traversal t ime is mainly dependent on the number of 

nodes. When traversing trees with identical number of nodes, the execution 
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time generally increases as the tree height increases. 

Figure 4.9 shows the averaged execution time of post-order traversal trees 

with different number of nodes. 
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Figure 4.9: Execution time of the post-order traversal of trees with different 
number of node 

The traversal time grows linearly as the number of nodes increases, this 

proves that the time complexity of post-order traversal is 0( n) , where n 

represents the number of nodes. 
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4.2.2.3 In-Order Traversal 

Figure 4.10 shows the averaged execution time of in-order traversing binary 

trees with 5 and 6 nodes. 
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Figure 4.10: Figure a shows the execution time of the in-order traversal of 
binary trees with 5 and 6 nodes; Figure b shows the execution time of the 
in-order traversal of general trees with 5 nodes; Figure c shows the execution 
time of the in-order traversal of general trees with 6 nodes 

As shown in Figure 4.10, the shape of the tree is not important to the traversal 

time. The in-order traversal time mainly depends on the number of nodes. 

When traversing trees with identical number of nodes , the execution time 

generally increases as the tree height increases. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the averaged execution time of in-order traversal trees with 

different number of nodes. 
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Figure 4.11: Execution time of the post-order traversal of trees with different 

number of node 

The traversal time grows linearly as the number of nodes increases, this shows 

that the time complexity of in-order traversal is O ( n) , where n represents the 

number of nodes . 

4.2.2.4 Breadth-First Traversal 

Figure 4.12 shows the averaged execution time of breadth-first traversing 

general trees with 5 and 6 nodes. 
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Figure 4.12: Figure a shows the execution time of the breadth-first traversal 

of general trees with 5 and 6 nodes; Figure b shows the execution time of 
the breadth-first traversal of general trees with 5 nodes; Figure c shows the 
execution time of the breadth-first traversal of general trees with 6 nodes 

As shown in Figure 4.12 , the shape of the tree is not important to the traversal 

time. The breadth-first traversal time is mainly dependent on the number of 

nodes. When traversing trees with identical number of nodes, the execution 

time generally increases as the tree height increases. 

Figure 4.13 shows the averaged execution time of breadth-first traversal trees 

with different number of nodes. 
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Figure 4.13: Execution time of the post-order traversal of trees with different 
number of node 

The traversal time grows linearly as the number of nodes increases, this 

demonstrates that the time complexity of breadth-first traversal is 0( n), 

where n represents the number of nodes. 

4. 2.2.5 Comparison of Traversals 

As discussed in sections 4.2.2.1-4, the time complexity of each type of tree 

traversal is O(n), where n represents the number of nodes. To compare the 

execution time of different types of traversals, we use a general tree and a 

binary tree with 10 nodes as test data, and carry out different types of tree 

traversals. Figure 4.14 shows the execution time of different types of tree 

traversals with error bars. 
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Figure 4.14: Averaged execution time of different tree traversals of a general 
and a binary tree with 10 nodes. 

As shown in Figure 4.14: 

- The error range is very small comparing to the execution time. In our 

test , the error is less than 0.0053 of the averaged execution time. 

- For general trees , post-order traversal takes 6.27% more time compared 

to the pre-order traversal; and for the binary trees , post-order traver

sal takes 2.29% addit ional time compared to the pre-order traversal. 

Reasons may be as follows: post order traversal starts from a leaf node 

and the access of a tree is the root node , thus , there is a time cost to 

allocate the start node of the post order traversal. 
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- When traversing binary trees ( trees are stored as proposed binary tree 

data structures), in-order traversal takes longest time. 

- Breadth-first traversals takes less time than other types of traversals, 

this is because in our implementation, breadth-first traversal are defined 

as an iterative procedure while other types of traversals are defined as 

recursive functions. Running recursive functions probably takes more 

time than running iterative functions, for the reason that recursive 

functions need visiting stacks frequently. 

4.2.3 Summary 

As discussed in section 4.2.2, time complexity of every type of tree traversal 

is O(n), where n represents the number of nodes. And when traversing tree 

with identical number of nodes, the execution time generally increases as the 

tree height increases; the reason may be that: traversing a tree with larger 

height requires a larger size stack, and using larger size stack may cost more 

time. 

Comparing execution time of different types of tree traversals, when travers

ing a general/binary tree, breadth-first traversal takes less time than other 

types of tree traversals. Post-order traversal takes more time than pre-order 

traversal (6.27% time more when traversing general trees and 2.29% more 

when traversing binary trees). And when traversing binary trees, execution 
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time for in-order traversal is the longest. 
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Chapter 5 

Tree Similarity Computation 

In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of a weighted tree similarity 

algorithm [17] on NVIDIA Tesla KlO GPU. Details of the implementation 

are given in section 5.1, and analysis is carried out in section 5.2. 

5.1 Implementation 

The implementation of the weighted tree similarity algorithm [17] is carried 

out on Tesla KlO GPU. The weighted tree similarity algorithm is introduced 

in section 2.2, and the architecture of Tesla KlO GPU is given in section 

2.1.4. 

The tree similarity algorithm [17] is presented to offer a similarity measure

ment method between a pair of trees. We have built a similarity computation 
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application that could compare thousands of trees to one reference tree simul

taneously, and outputs a sorted list of similarity values. In this application, 

the GPU device is used as an accelerator to calculate similarities; threads are 

activated to perform similarity calculations independently, and each thread 

is assigned to compare a pair of trees or more. 

5.1.1 Data Structure Construction on the Host 

The data of this similarity computation application are stored as XML files 

on hard disks, and each XML file contains the information of one tree. These 

trees are node-labelled, arc-labelled, and arc-weighted to carry semantic in

formation. Data structure for implementing the weighted tree similarity al

gorithm is introduced in section 3.2.3. 

The original data are stored on the hard disks, and the GPU device cannot 

access the hard disks. Therefore the construction procedure is carried out 

on the host, and constructs the data into two arrays: treeN and HeadArr 

(introduced in section 3.3). For the reason that the data consisting of a 

set of general trees, TreeN ode for general tree data structure is used. The 

construction procedure consists of four steps as follows: 

Step 1 : read data from the hard disks and store the trees as objects; record 

number of trees ( recorded as Ntree) and the number of nodes ( recorded 

as Nnode) of all trees when creating tree objects. Object-oriented pro-
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grammmg model (given in section 3.2) is used to store trees: each 

tree node is stored as an node object named N odeObj, and each tree 

is represented by the root node object. Elements of N odeObj are as 

follows: 

1. arclabel - stores the label of the arc. 

2. arcweight - stores the weight of the arc. 

3. nodelabel - stores the label of the node. 

4. ListO f Children - list of pointers pointing to children node ob

jects. 

5. I dx - this element is used to store the index of this node in treeN. 

The ArcLabel and N odeLabel are originally stored as strings. To im

prove the computing efficiency, we converted these two elements into 

integer values, since the comparison of integers costs less time com

pared to strings. This procedure works as follows: a string value vector 

is used to store all the strings. When a string is read from the node/ arc 

label, assuming it is strlabel, the string strlabel will be compared to 

all the strings contained in the vector: if it equals to a element in the 

vector, then use the index of this element to represent strlabel. Else, 

if there is no element in the vector equal to strlabel, push it into the 

vector, and use (vector size - 1) to represent strlabel. 

Step 2 : create a TreeN ode data type array treeN with size of Nnade. And 
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create another integer data type array named H eadArr with size of 

Ntree· The data structure of the TreeN ode is given as follows: 

1. ArcLabel - integer data type. It stores the label of the arc between 

this node and its parent. 

2. ArcWeight - float data type. It stores the weight of the arc be

tween this node and its parent. 

3. N odeLabel - integer data type. It stores the value of the node 

label. 

4. FirstChild - integer data type. It stores the index of this node's 

first child node in treeN array. If this node does not have a first 

child node, this value will be set to "-1". 

5. RightSibling - integer data type. It stores the index of this node's 

right sibling node in treeN array. If this node does not have a right 

sibling node, this value will be set to "-1". 

Step 3 : breadth-first traverse all the trees one by one, and set the ArcLabel, 

ArcW eight and N odeLabel of every element in treeN; besides, use I dx 

of the N odeObj to identify the index of the node stored in treeN array. 

A pseudo-code of step 3 is shown as follows: 

queue <NodeObj> q 

q.push(root); 
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while(q is not empty) 

nextNode = q.front 

shift++ // global variable 

treeN[shift] .ArcLable = nextNode.arclabel 

treeN[shift] .ArcWeight = nextNode.arcweight 

treeN[shift] .NodeLabel = nextNode.nodelabel 

nextNode.Idx = shift 

if (this node has children) 

push its children into q 

q.pop() 

Step 4 : breadth-first traverse the all the trees again, set the FirstChild and 

RightSibling of every element in treeN array. 

A pseudo-code of step 4 is given as follows: 

if (this is a root node) 

treeN[Idx] .RightSibling = -1 

if (this node has more than one children) 

treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = children[O] .idx 

for (i=O; i<(number of children - 1); i++) 

former= children[i] .Idx 

later= childre[i+1] .Idx 

treeN[former] .RightSibling = later 

last= children[number of children] .Idx 
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treeN[last] .RightSibling = -1 

else if (this node has only one child) 

treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = children[O] .idx 

treeN[children[O] .Idx] .RightSibling = -1 

else // this node have no children 

treeN[Idx] .FirstChild = -1 

After these 4 steps, treeN and H eadArr arrays are initialized and ready to 

be copied to GPU memory for processing. 

5.1.2 GPU Kernel Execution 

The execution on GPU device is carried out using GPU kernel functions. 

CUDA is used to code a kernel function. All the threads are activated to run 

the code in the kernel. 

5.1.2.1 Workload Distribution 

GPU threads are labelled with an ID; this ID consists of two parts: block-Id 

and thread-Id within this block. 

In our implementation, each thread is assigned to compare several trees to 

the reference tree. The reference tree is stored at the front of treeN array. 

A pseudo-code of the workloads distribution is given as follows: 
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bx= block-Id 

tx = thread-Id 

treeID = (bx*blocksize) + tx 

rootidx = HeadArr[treeID] 

treeToCmp = treeN[rootidx] //treeToCmp represents a root node 

Reftree = treeN[O] //Reftree represents a root node 

do compare(treeToCmp, RefTree) 

TreeToCmp and RefTree are root node data structures stored in treeN. And 

each root node is used to the access to the whole tree. 

5.1.2.2 Similarity Computation 

Similarity computation is defined as a recursive function named compareNode(). 

This function is used to calculate the similarity value between two nodes in

cluding its children. Another recursive function named simPlicity() may be 

called in the compareNode() function. 

Pseudo-code of compareNode() function is given as follows: 

compareNode(Node A, Node B) 

if A.NodeLabel != B.NodeLabel 

return 0 

else 

//A.NodeLabel equals to B.NodeLabel 
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if (!A.FirstChild && !B.FirstChild) 

//A,B are leaf nodes 

return 1 

else if (A.FirstChild && B.FirstChild) 

//A,B both have children 

compareNode(A.FirstChild, B.Firstchild) 

A=A.FirstChild, B=B.FirstChild 

while(A.RightSibling && B.RightSibling) 

compareNode(A.RightSibling, B.RightSibling) 

A=A.RightSibling, B=B.RightSibling 

while(A.RightSibling) 

simPlicity(A.RightSibling) 

A=A.RightSibling 

while(B.RightSibling) 

simPlicity(A.RightSibling) 

B=B.RightSibling 

else if (A.FirstChild && !B.FirstChild) 

//A has children, while B does not 

simPlicity(B.Firstchild) 

else if (!A.FirstChild && B.FirstChild) 

//B has children, while A does not 

simPlicity(B.Firstchild) 

return calculated similarity value 
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Pseudo-code of simPlicity() function is given as follows: 

simPlicity(Node E) 

if (!E.FirstChild) //Eis a leaf node 

return simp1Deg*(E's arc weight) 

else (E.FirstChild) //E has children 

E = E.FirstChild 

temp_simp = simPlicity(E) 

numOfChildren = 1 

while(E.RightSibling) 

temp_simp += simPlictiy(E.RightSibling) 

numOfChildren++ 

E = E.RightSibling 

return (1.0/numOfChildren)*temp_sim 

As shown above, both compareNode() and simPlicity() functions are em

ployed in the recursive post-order traversal method, which we introduced in 

section 4.1.1.2. 

When the parameters of compareN ode() are two root nodes of two trees, the 

return value is the similarity value between the two trees. 

5.1.2.3 Result Collection 

Each thread compares a pair of trees, and stores the result in an array named 

Result. A pseudo-code of GPU kernel function is given as follows: 
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bx= block-Id 

tx = thread-Id 

treeID = (bx*blocksize) + tx 

rootidx = HeadArr[treeID] 

treeToCmp = treeN[rootidx] 

Reftree = treeN[O] 

res= compareNode(treeToCmp, RefTree) 

Result[treeID] = res 

synchronize threads 

After all the threads finish the tree comparison, GPU device synchronizes all 

the threads, and copy the Result array to host for further processing ( such 

as sorting results). 

5. 2 Analysis 

The tree similarity algorithm is implemented on GPU s as a recursive function. 

Threads are activated to perform tree comparisons independently. Therefore, 

the similarity computation is executed in parallel. 

5.2.1 Parallel Performance 

We have carried out experiments to measure the parallel performance of our 

GPU implementation. 
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5. 2 .1.1 Experiment Design 

To measure the GPU implementation speedup compared to implementations 

on single CPU core and multiple CPU core platforms, we have implemented 

the weighted tree similarity algorithm [17] on a multiple CPU core platform 

available on the Fundy cluster [27]. The single CPU core application is also 

run on the Fundy cluster, with only one CPU core active. The Fundy cluster 

consists of thousands of computing nodes; each node has two Dual-Core 

AMD Opteron CPUs. That means each node can provide four CPU cores. 

Further, each node has its local memory, can work independently and can 

communicate through MPI (Message Passing Interface). 

In CPU implementations, tree data are read from hard disks and stored as 

objects directly. While in the GPU implementation: first, the tree data 

are read from hard disks and these trees are stored as objects; second, the 

construction procedure to store trees using the proposed data structure is 

carried out. Similarity computation algorithm is identical between CPU and 

GPU implementations. 

Implementation on single CPU core platform: 

- device: a single AMD Opteron CPU core on Fundy cluster. 

- Pairs of trees will be compared one by one. 

- Data are read from hard disks through a single CPU core, and trees 
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are stored as objects. 

- Execution time: recorded from comparing the first pair of trees until 

the last pair of trees. 

Implementation on multiple CPU core platforms: 

- device: 16 AMD Opteron CPU cores, located on 4 computing nodes 

on Fundy cluster, each node has 4 cores running. 

- Runs on 16 CPU cores simultaneously. 

- Data are read from hard disks through CPU cores independently, and 

trees are stored as objects. 

- CPU cores communicates through MPI (Message Passing Interface). 

Master-slave model is used for communication: a master core dis

tributes workloads to slave cores one by one, and collects results from 

slave cores one by one. 

- Execution time: recorded from the master core start distributing work

loads, until the master core has collected all the results. 

Implementation on GPU: 

- device: Tesla KlO GPU. 

- The number of active threads is according to the number of trees, for 

instance, if the 1024 trees are compared to the reference tree, the GPU 

device will activate 1024 threads. 
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- Tree construction procedure is carried out to read data from hard disks, 

and store trees as objects; then the data are constructed into the pro

posed data structure ( stored as a treeN array and a H eadArr array). 

- The block size remains 192 ( each block consists 192 threads), and the 

grid size varies according to the number of trees to be compared. 

- Execution time - measured in two ways: 

( a) Similarity computation time - recorded from activating the GPU 

kernel execution, until the results are copied to host memory. 

(b) Run time - recorded as the tree construction procedure starts, and 

ends until the results are copied to host memory. 

Figure 5.1 shows the model of the three applications on different platforms. 

Similarity computation time and run time are recorded for comparison. 

The time for reading data from hard disks is not recorded. The reason 

is that the read time is mainly affected by two factors: CPU computing 

power and hard disk speed. Since we are running applications on different 

platforms, these two factors may cause huge difference in time for reading 

data. Besides, the single CPU core application is reading data through a 

single core, while the multiple CPU core application are reading data through 

16 cores simultaneously. 
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Similarity computation time 

Single core 

Similarity computation time 

Core O (master core) 

Core 1 

Core 15 

Similarity computation time 

Calculating similarity values ... Calculating similarity values ....... 
I .... .... 

. .. 
Calculating similarity values 

GPU 

' Run time 

CPU : Read data from hard disks and store trees in objects ~ Communication through MPI 

CPU: Data construction; store trees in the proposed data structure 

D CPU: output results _. Memory copy 

Figure 5.1: Applications on different platforms. Similarity computation time 

is recorded on the single CPU core application and the multiple CPU core 
application. For the GPU application, both similarity computation time and 

run time are recorded. 

We have run every test 100 times to get the averaged execution time for 

accuracy. The execution time on GPU s is recorded by CUDA time record 

function , with resolution of 0.5 microsecond (0.0005 millisecond); and the 

execution time on CPU cores is recorded by C++ time record functions, 

with resolution of 1 microsecond (0.001 millisecond). 
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5.2.1.2 Test D at a 

The test data are consisting of trees with height less than 5, and each node can 

have up to 3 children. Arc weights are generated randomly, and weights on 

the same level of the subtree sum up to 1.0. An arc is labelled "la"/ "lb"/ "le", 

and a node is labelled "NA" /"NB" /"NC". Figure 5.2 shows an example of 

the test data. 

NB 

Figure 5.2: Illustration of a tree of the test data. 

The test data ( thousands of sample trees) remains consistent among these 

three applications on different platforms. And the same reference tree is used 

to compare with other trees in every test. 
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5.2.1.3 Experimental Results 

The similarity computation time (GPU kernel execution time) of the GPU 

implementation is shown in Figure 5.3. As shown in Figure 5.3: 

1. Number of trees: less than 3072 - similarity computation time stays 

around 0.1 to 0.2, and increases very slowly. The reason for this is 

that instructions are executed on warps ( each warp consists 32 CUDA 

cores, introduced in section 2.1), these warps are organized in stream

ing multiprocessors, threads are executed on the CUDA cores in the 

streaming multiprocessors. And the Tesla KIO have 3072 CUDA cores. 

Therefore, before the warps/ CUDA cores are fully used, the execution 

time stays similar. And as the number of trees increases, GPU device 

takes more time to split blocks into warps, and more threads need to 

access the GPU memory. 

2. Number of trees: between 3072 and 6144 - In our experiments, the GPU 

device have 3072 CUDA cores to execute threads, when activating more 

than 3072 threads, all the CUDA cores have been activated. Comparing 

to the case when activating more than 6144 threads, the time increases 

slower when activating less than 6144 threads. The reason may be that 

the warps have not reached their peak computing power. 

3. Number of trees: more than 6144 - the similarity computation time 

increases linearly. This is because: the warps are running at the peak 
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computing power, the time for execution mainly depends on the prob

lem size. 

0.9 

0.8 
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0.2 - s1m1 anty computation time on PU 

0 
1024 2048 3072 4096 5120 6144 7168 8192 9216 10240 

Number of trees compared to reference tree 

Figure 5.3: Similarity computation time of GPU implementation. 

Figure 5.4 shows the construction time and similarity computation time 

(GPU kernel execution time) of the GPU implementation. As shown in 

Figure 5.4: 

1. Execution time of the similarity computation on GPU is less than 1 

millisecond. Compared to the time for construction, the similarity com

putation time is very small. Therefore, the run time ( construction time 

included) of GPU implementation mainly consists of the construction 

time. 

2. Construction time increases linearly as the number of trees increases. 

For the reason that the construction procedure is running iteratively, 

constructing trees one by one. 
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Figure 5.4: Time for construction and similarity computation of the GPU 
implementation. 

The GPU similarity computation time (time for construction not included) 

compared to the execution time of implementations on other platforms is 

given in Figure 5.5. As shown in Figure 5.5, the similarity computation time 

on GPU is very small (less than 0.1 millisecond, shown in Figure 5.3) com

pared to the execution time on single core and multiple core platforms. The 

reason may be that the proposed data structure is more efficient for simi

larity computation. Execution time of single core application grows almost 

linearly, as well as the execution time of multiple core application ( as $hown 

in Figure 5.5). Even when 16 cores are used in the multiple core platform, 

the execution time of multiple core application is around 1/2 of the single 

CPU core application. This is because in the implementation on the multiple 

core platform, slave cores communicate to the master core one by one; there 
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is a time cost for communication on t he multiple core platform. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of execution t ime of implementations on differ

ent platforms. Similarity computation t ime of the GPU implementation is 
recorded ( time for construction not included). 

The speedup of the GPU similarity computation (time for construction not 

included) compared to executions on other platforms is given in Figure 5.6. 

And the speedup is defined as follows: 

speedup= (execution time on other platform)-;- (GPU execution time) 

(5.1) 

As the speedup shown in Figure 5.6: 

1. Number of trees: less t han 3072 - speedup increases rapidly, for the 

reason that the GPU device have not activate 3072 threads (we have 
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activated maximum of 3072 threads in our experiment), and similarity 

computation time increases very slowly (shown in Figure 5.3). 

2. Number of trees: between 3072 and 6144 - speedup get its highest value, 

this may because the threads reaches their peak computing power. 

3. Number of trees: more than 6144 - speedup stays around a fix value, 

the reason is that similarity computation time increases linearly ( as 

shown in Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.6: Speedup of GPU similarity computation (time for construction 
not included). 

The GPU run time (time for construction included) compared to the execu

tion time of implementations on other platforms is given in Figure 5. 7. The 

speedup of the GPU execution (time for construction included) compared to 

executions on other platforms is given in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5. 7: Comparison of execution time of implementations on different 
platforms. Run time of the GPU implementation is recorded ( time for con

struction included). 
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Figure 5.8: Speedup of GPU similarity computation (time for construction 

included). 
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As shown in Figure 5.7, the run time (time for construction included) of GPU 

implementation is very small compared to execution time on single core and 

multiple core platforms. This proves that the GPU implementation is very 

efficient compared to implementations on other platforms. 

Figure 5.8 shows the speedup of the GPU execution (time for construction 

included): 

1. Number of trees: less than 3072 - the speedup compared to the single 

core application increases, while the speedup compared to the multiple 

core application stays around 100. Therefore, the single core applica

tion has a better performance than the multiple core application ( CPU 

cores running in the single core application and the multiple core ap

plication are identical). The reason is that, in the multiple core appli

cations, there is a heavy cost for communication between CPU cores, 

and when the problem size is small, the communication cost plays an 

important role. 

2. Number of trees: more than 3072 - speedup stays around a fixed value. 

The execution time of single/multiple core application increases almost 

linearly as well as the run time ( construction time included) of the GPU 

implementation (shown in Figure 5.3), for the reason that the run time 

mainly consists of the construction time. 
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5.2.2 Summary 

As discussed in section 5.2.1, computing power of the GPU device increases 

rapidly as activating more threads before reaching the maximum number of 

CUDA cores. As the GPU device reaches its peak computing power, com

paring the similarity execution time ( construction time not included) of the 

applications on different platforms, the GPU application can get the speedup 

around 4000 and 2000 compared to the single CPU core application and the 

multiple CPU core application, respectively. And comparing the run time 

( construction time included) of the applications on different platforms, the 

GPU application can get speedup around 200 and 100 compared to the single 

CPU core application and the multiple CPU core application, respectively. 

These proves that the proposed tree data structure can work efficiently on 

GPU devices. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

In this thesis, we discussed the architecture of NVIDIA GPUs, and explained 

the shortcomings of programming on GPU s. The GPU device cannot ac

cess the hard disks directly, and data to be processed on GPU s need to be 

copied to the GPU global memory. Since linear data structures can be eas

ily streamed between host and GPU device, tree structured data need to be 

stored as linear data structures. 

We then proposed two types of tree data structures for GPU applications: 

data structure for general trees and binary trees. The general tree data 

structure can support three types of general tree traversals: pre-order, post

order and breadth-first traversals. The binary tree data structure can support 

for four types of binary tree traversals: pre-order, post-order, in-order and 

breadth-first traversals. We have given the implementation of these tree 
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traversals on GPU, and showed that the execution time of tree traversals 

increases linearly as the number of nodes increases. 

Then, we have used the general tree data structure to implement a weighted 

tree similarity algorithm on an NVIDIA Tesla KIO GPU, taking advantages 

of the GPU parallel computing power. Experiments are carried out to mea

sure the parallel performance of the GPU application. The experimental 

results show that our GPU application can gain a great speedup compared 

to implementations on single CPU core platform or multiple CPU core plat

form. An advantage of GPU parallel computing is that active threads share 

the GPU memory, therefore, there is no need for threads to communicate 

explicitly. While in a multiple core application, there is a higher cost for 

communication between cores by messages. 

6.1 Contribution 

The proposed tree data structure can be applied to storing general trees. The 

key to process tree structured data is tree traversal, and the proposed data 

structure can support four types of tree traversals. Thus, our work offers an 

opportunity to implement many tree algorithms on GPUs, taking advantages 

of GPU parallel computing power. 
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6.2 Future Work 

Since the GPU device cannot directly access the hard disks and tree data 

read from hard disks are commonly stored as objects or linked-lists, a con

struction procedure is needed to store the trees. However, in the construction 

procedure, every tree is breadth-first traversed twice. This leads to a notice

able time cost. In the future work, we hope to find a method to construct 

trees with traversing each tree only once. Further, we hope to read the data 

from hard disks and store trees directly by using the proposed data structure. 
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